A total Roman dominating function on a graph G is a function f :
Introduction
In this paper, G is a simple graph without isolated vertices, with vertex set V = V (G) and edge set E = E(G). The order |V | of G is denoted by n = n(G). γ tR (G) is the minimum weight of a TRDF on G. A TRDF of G with weight γ tR (G) is called a γ tR (G)-function. The concept of the total Roman domination was introduced by Liu and Chang [16] and has been studied in [1, 3, [5] [6] [7] .
Ahangar et al. [3] showed that for any graph G, 2γ(G) ≤ γ tR (G) ≤ 3γ(G), (1) and they posed the following problems. Problem 1. Characterize the graphs G satisfying γ tR (G) = 2γ(G).
Problem 2.
Characterize the graphs G satisfying γ tR (G) = 3γ(G).
In this paper, we provide a constructive characterization of the trees T with γ tR (T ) = 2γ(T ) and γ tR (T ) = 3γ(T ) which settles the above problems for trees.
Preliminaries
In this section, we provide some results and definitions used throughout the paper. The proof of Observations 1 and 2 can be found in [6] .
Observation 1 [6] . If v is a strong support vertex in a graph G, then there exists a γ tR (G)-function f such that f (v) = 2.
Observation 2 [6] . If u 1 , u 2 are two adjacent support vertices in a graph G, then there exists a γ tR (G)-function f such that f (u 1 ) = f (u 2 ) = 2.
Observation 3. If T is a double star, then γ tR (T ) = 2γ(T ).

Observation 4. Let H be a subgraph of a graph G such that G and H have no isolated vertex. If γ tR (H) = 3γ(H), γ(G) ≤ γ(H) + s and γ tR (G) ≥ γ tR (H) + 3s
for some non-negative integer s, then γ tR (G) = 3γ(G).
Proof. It follows from the assumptions and (1) that γ tR (G) ≥ γ tR (H) + 3s = 3γ(H) + 3s ≥ 3γ(G) ≥ γ tR (G), and this yields γ tR (G) = 3γ(G).
Observation 5. Let H be a subgraph of a graph G such that G and H have no isolated vertex. If
Proof. By (1) and the assumptions, we have 3γ(G) = γ tR (G) ≤ γ tR (H) + 3s ≤ 3γ(H) + 3s ≤ 3γ(G), and this leads to the result.
Similarly, we have the following results.
Observation 6. Let H be a subgraph of a graph G such that G and H have no isolated vertex. If γ tR (H) = 2γ(H), γ(G) ≥ γ(H) + s and γ tR (G) ≤ γ tR (H) + 2s for some non-negative integer s, then γ tR (G) = 2γ(G).
We close this section with some definitions.
is said to be a nearly total Roman dominating function (nearly TRDF) with respect to v, if the following three conditions are fulfilled:
(i) every vertex x ∈ V (G) − {v} for which f (x) = 0 is adjacent to at least one vertex y ∈ V (G) for which f (y) = 2,
(ii) every vertex x ∈ V (G) − {v} for which f (x) ≥ 1 is adjacent to at least one vertex y ∈ V (G) for which f (y) ≥ 1 and
| f is a nearly TRDF with respect to v}.
Observe that any total Roman dominating function on G is a nearly TRDF with respect to any vertex of G. Hence γ tR (G; v) is well defined and
Definition 9. For a graph G and v ∈ V (G), we say v has property
We note that if a vertex v ∈ V (G) satisfies the condition of Observations 1 or 2, then v ∈ W 2 G .
Definition 10. For a graph G and v ∈ V (G), let γ(G, v) = min{|S| : S ⊆ V (G) and each vertex w = v is dominated by S}.
For a path 
(iii) every vertex x ∈ V (T ) − {v} for which f (x) = 0 is adjacent to at least one vertex y ∈ V (T ) for which f (y) = 2, and (iiii) every vertex x ∈ V (T ) − {v} for which f (x) ≥ 1 is adjacent to at least one vertex y ∈ V (T ) for which f (y) ≥ 1}. Let H be the graph illustrated in Figure 1 . For any
= g(y) = 2, g(w) = 1, and g(z) = 0 otherwise. Clearly, g is a nearly total Roman dominating function of H with respect to u 1 of weight
It is easy to see that 
H . It is easy to verify that
A Characterization of Trees T with γ tR (T ) = 3γ(T )
In this section we provide a constructive characterization of all trees T with γ tR (T ) = 3γ(T ). In order to do this, let T be the family of unlabeled trees T that can be obtained from a sequence T 1 , T 2 , . . . , T m (m ≥ 1) of trees such that T 1 is a path P 3 , and, if m ≥ 2, T i+1 can be obtained recursively from T i by one of the three operations
) and x is a strong support vertex, then Operation O 1 adds a new vertex y and an edge xy to obtain T i+1 .
, then Operation O 2 adds a star K 1,3 and joins x to a leaf of it to obtain T i+1 .
, then Operation O 3 adds a path P 3 and joins x to a leaf of P 3 to obtain T i+1 . 
Lemma 12. If T i is a tree with γ tR (T i ) = 3γ(T i ) and T i+1 is a tree obtained from
Proof. Clearly γ(T i+1 ) = γ(T i ) and γ tR (T i+1 ) = γ tR (T i ) and so γ tR (T i+1 ) = 3γ(T i+1 ).
Lemma 13.
If T i is a tree with γ tR (T i ) = 3γ(T i ) and T i+1 is a tree obtained from
Proof. Let O 2 add a star K 1,3 with vertex set {y, y 1 , y 2 , y 3 } centered in y and join x to y 1 . Obviously adding y to any γ(T i )-set yields a dominating set of T i+1 and so γ(T i+1 ) ≤ γ(T i ) + 1. Let now f be a γ tR (T i+1 )-function such that f (y) is as large as possible. By Observation 1 we have f (y) = 2. Since f is a TRDF of G, we may assume that f (y 1 ) ≥ 1. If f (x) ≥ 1, then the function f , restricted to T i is a nearly TRDF of T i of weight at most γ tR (T i+1 ) − 3 and we deduce from
Hence, in all cases γ tR (T i+1 ) ≥ γ tR (T i ) + 3 and we conclude from Observation 4 that γ tR (T i+1 ) = 3γ(T i+1 ).
Lemma 14.
Proof. Let O 3 add a path yzw and the edge xy. Obviously any γ(T i )-set can be extended to a dominating set of T i+1 by adding z and so γ(T i+1 ) ≤ γ(T i )+1. Now assume f is a γ tR (T i+1 )-function such that f (y) is as large as possible. Clearly f (z) + f (w) ≥ 2. If f (y) + f (z) + f (w) ≥ 3, then we may assume that f (z) = 2 and f (y) ≥ 1 and by using an argument similar to that described in the proof of Lemma 13 we obtain γ tR (T i+1 ) = 3γ(T i+1 ). Now let f (y)+f (z)+f (w) = 2. Then we must have f (z) = f (w) = 1 and f (y) = 0. Then the function f , restricted to T i is a TRDF of T i of weight γ tR (T i+1 ) − 2 with f (x) = 2. Since x ∈ W 3 Proof. Let T ∈ T . Then there exists a sequence of trees
We proceed by induction on the number of operations applied to construct T . If k = 1, then T = P 3 ∈ T . Suppose that the result is true for each tree T ∈ T which can be obtained from a sequence of operations of length k − 1 and let T ′ = T k−1 . By the induction hypothesis, we have γ tR (T ′ ) = 3γ(T ′ ). Since T = T k is obtained by one of the Operations O 1 , O 2 , O 3 from T ′ , we conclude from Lemmas 12, 13 and 14 that γ tR (T ) = 3γ(T ). Now we are ready to prove the main result of this section. Proof. By Theorem 15, we only need to prove the necessity. Let T be a tree with γ tR (T ) = 3γ(T ). The proof is by induction on n. If n = 3, then the only tree T of order 3 with γ tR (T ) = 3γ(T ) is P 3 ∈ T . Let n ≥ 4 and let the statement hold for all trees T of order less than n and γ tR (T ) = 3γ(T ). Assume that T is a tree of order n with γ tR (T ) = 3γ(T ) and let f be a γ tR (T )-function. By Observation 3 we have diam(T ) = 3. If diam(T ) = 2, then T is a star and T can be obtained from P 3 iterative application of Operation O 1 and so T ∈ T . Hence we assume diam(T ) ≥ 4.
Let
be a diametrical path in T and root T at v k . If deg(v 2 ) ≥ 4, then clearly γ tR (T ) = γ tR (T − v 1 ) and γ(T ) = γ(T − v 1 ) and hence γ tR (T − v 1 ) = 3γ(T − v 1 ). By the induction hypothesis we have T − v 1 ∈ T . Now, T can be obtained from T − v 1 by Operation O 1 and so T ∈ T . Suppose that deg(v 2 ) ≤ 3. We consider two cases. has a children other than v 2 which is a leaf or a strong support vertex, then let T ′ = T −T v 2 . It is not hard to see that γ(T ) = γ(T ′ )+1 and γ tR (T ) ≤ γ tR (T ′ )+2. Then γ tR (T ) ≤ γ tR (T ′ ) + 2 ≤ 3γ(T ′ ) + 2 = 3γ(T ) − 1 which is a contradiction. Assume that each child of v 3 except v 2 , is a support vertex of degree 2. Let v 3 z 2 z 1 be a pendant path in T . Suppose T ′ = T − {z 1 , z 2 }. As above we can see that γ tR (T ) ≤ 3γ(T ) − 1, a contradiction again. Thus deg(v 3 ) = 2.
Assume T ′ = T − T v 3 . Let S be a γ(T )-set containing support vertices, and define S ′ = S −{v 2 } if v 3 ∈ S and S ′ = (S −{v 2 , v 3 })∪{v 4 } when v 3 ∈ S. Clearly, S ′ is a dominating set of T ′ and so γ(T ′ ) ≤ |S ′ | = γ(T ) − 1. On the other hand, any γ tR (T ′ )-function can be extended to a TRDF of T by assigning 1 to v 3 , 2 to v 2 and 0 to the leaves adjacent to v 2 . This yields γ tR (T ) ≤ γ tR (T ′ ) + 3. It follows from Observation 5 that γ tR (T ′ ) = 3γ(T ′ ) and by the induction hypothesis we have
T ′ , then let g be a nearly TRDF of T ′ with respect to v 4 of weight at most γ tR (T ′ ) − 1 and define h : 
Also, any γ tR (T ′ )-function can be extended to a TRDF of T by assigning 1 to v 3 , 2 to the children of v 3 and 0 to all leaves of T v 3 , and so
a contradiction. Henceforth, we assume deg(
Clearly, γ(T ) = γ(T ′ ) + 1. Analogously as in Case 1, we can see that γ tR (T ′ ) = 3γ(T ′ ) and v 4 ∈ W 1 T ′ . Thus T ′ ∈ T by the induction hypothesis. If v 4 ∈ W 3 T ′ , then let g be a γ tR (T ′ )-function with g(v 4 ) = 2 and define h : V (T ) → {0, 1, 2} by h(u) = g(u) for u ∈ V (T ′ ) and h(v 3 ) = 0, h(v 2 ) = h(v 1 ) = 1. Clearly h is an TRDF of T of weight γ tR (T ′ ) + 2 which leads to a contradiction. Hence v 4 ∈ W 3 T ′ and T can be obtained from T ′ by Operation O 3 . It follows that T ∈ T and the proof is complete.
A Characterization of Trees T with γ tR (T ) = 2γ(T )
In this section we present a constructive characterization of all trees T with γ tR (T ) = 2γ(T ).
Let F be the family of unlabeled trees T that can be obtained from a sequence T 1 , T 2 , . . . , T m (m ≥ 1) of trees such that T 1 is a path P 2 or P 4 , and, if m ≥ 2, T i+1 can be obtained recursively from T i by one of the following four operations for 1 ≤ i ≤ m − 1.
is a support vertex, then the Operation T 1 adds a new vertex y and an edge xy to obtain T i+1 .
Operation T 2 . If x ∈ V (T i ) is at distance 2 from a leaf w, then the Operation T 2 adds a path yz and joins x to y to obtain T i+1 .
, then the Operation T 3 adds a path z 4 z 3 z 2 z 1 and joins x to z 3 to obtain T i+1 .
, then the Operation T 4 adds a path P 3 = zyw and joins x to z to obtain T i+1 .
x y 
Lemma 17.
If T i is a tree with γ tR (T i ) = 2γ(T i ) and T i+1 is a tree obtained from
Proof. It is easy to see that γ(T i+1 ) = γ(T i ) and γ tR (T i+1 ) = γ tR (T i ) and so γ tR (T i+1 ) = 2γ(T i+1 ).
Lemma 18.
Proof. Let w ′ be the support vertex of w. If S is a γ(T i+1 )-set, then clearly y, w ′ ∈ S and S − {y} is a dominating set of
, then f can be extended to a TRDF of T i+1 by assigning the weight 1 to y, z. Hence γ tR (T i+1 ) ≤ γ tR (T i ) + 2. Now the result follows by Observation 6.
Lemma 19.
Proof. If S is a γ(T i+1 )-set containing no leaves, then z 3 , z 2 ∈ S and we deduce from x ∈ W 4
On the other hand, any γ tR (T i )-function can be extended to a TRDF of T by assigning the weight 2 to z 3 , z 2 and the weight 0 to z 1 , z 4 and so γ tR (T i+1 ) ≤ γ tR (T i ) + 4. It follows from Observation 6 that γ tR (T i+1 ) = 2γ(T i+1 ).
Lemma 20. If T i is a tree with γ tR (T i ) = 2γ(T i ) and T i+1 is a tree obtained from T i by Operation T 4 , then γ tR (T i+1 ) = 2γ(T i+1 ).
Proof. Let T 4 add a path zyw and joins x to z. If S is a γ(T i+1 )-set, then y ∈ S and the set S ′ = S − {y} if z ∈ S and S ′ = (S − {y, z}) ∪ {x} if z ∈ S, is a dominating set of
, then let f be a γ tR (T i )-function with f (x) = 2. Clearly f can be extended to an TRDF of T i+1 by assigning the weight 1 to w, y and the weight 0 to z and so
, then let f be a function satisfying the conditions of Definition 11. Clearly f can be extended to a TRDF of T i+1 by assigning the weight 1 to z, y, w and so γ tR (T i+1 ) ≤ γ tR (T i ) + 2. Now the result follows by Observation 6.
Proof. Let T ∈ F. Then there exists a sequence of trees T 1 , T 2 , . . . , T k (k ≥ 1) such that T 1 is P 2 or P 4 , and if k ≥ 2, then T i+1 can be obtained recursively from T i by one of the Operations T 1 , T 2 , T 3 , T 4 for i = 1, 2, . . . , k − 1.
We proceed by induction on the number of operations used to construct T . If k = 1, then T = P 2 or P 4 and the result is trivial. Suppose the statement holds for each tree T ∈ F which can be obtained from a sequence of operations of length k − 1 and let T ′ = T k−1 . By the induction hypothesis, we have γ tR (T ′ ) = 2γ(T ′ ). Since T = T k is obtained by one of the Operations T 1 , T 2 , T 3 , T 4 we conclude from previous lemmas that γ tR (T ) = 2γ(T ). Now we prove the main result of this section.
Theorem 22. Let T be a tree of order n ≥ 2. Then γ tR (T ) = 2γ(T ) if and only if T ∈ F.
Proof. According to Theorem 21, we only need to prove the necessity. Let T be a tree with γ tR (T ) = 2γ(T ). Since γ tR (K 1,s ) = 3 = 3γ(K 1,s ) for s ≥ 2, T is not a star of order n(T ) ≥ 3. We proceed by induction on n. If n ∈ {2, 4}, then the only trees T of order 2 or 4 with γ tR (T ) = 2γ(T ) are P 2 , P 4 ∈ F. Assume n ≥ 5 and let the statement hold for all trees T of order less than n and γ tR (T ) = 2γ(T ). Assume that T is a tree of order n with γ tR (T ) = 2γ(T ) and let f be a γ tR (T )-function. Since T is not a star, we have diam(T ) ≥ 3. If diam(T ) = 3, then T is a double star and T can be obtained from P 4 by iterative application of Operation T 1 because the support vertices of P 4 belong to W 2 
